LED25F Series
Graphic Insertion Instructions

1. Lift edges of frame.
2. Lift protective lens away from back of frame
3. Slide poster between protective lens and back of frame.
4. Make sure black foam strip is seated above protective lens, ensuring a light tight seal.
5. Push frame edges down, clamping protective poster lens and graphic in place.

Please Note:
This sign does not come with pre-installed, printed graphics. Customer supplied graphics should be inserted prior to sign installation per the following instructions.

1: Lift edges of frame.
2: Lift protective lens away from back of frame
3: Slide poster between protective lens and back of frame.
4: Make sure black foam strip is seated above protective lens ensuring a light tight seal.
5: Push frame edges down clamping protective poster and graphic in place.

Your graphic is now in position & ready for use.